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On-Water Action

Gear up for thrills this boating season. by z uzana prochaz ka
All terrain Biodegradable Sunscreen
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Active lifestyles, especially boating, mean you’ll need to take extra care with sunscreen—not only
because the protection can wash or sweat off, but also because the intensity of exposure is heightened by
glare from the water. Many sunscreens are available, but they’re not all created equal. All Terrain, a New
Hampshire-based company, offers a line of biodegradable sunscreen that’s all natural and really works.
AquaSport provides UVA/UVB protection and is based on zinc oxide, so it’s great for sensitive skin. Eye
irritation is reduced, and it’s both sweat- and water-resistant. The product is FDA approved and free of
oxybenzone, avabenzone and nannoparticles. AquaSport comes in SPF 15 and 30, and you can get it in
a lotion or an easy-to-apply spray. A 3-oz. tube of SPF 30 sells for $10.99. allterrainco.com
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Hobie Oasis Kayak

Hobie has been building versatile kayaks since
the 1990s, and they keep getting better. The company’s
redesigned Oasis model now comes in a tandem version that
can accommodate two, but is easily driven by one. The Oasis
measures nearly 15 feet long and weighs 550 pounds. It has quick
acceleration, excellent tracking and maintains good hull speed with minimal effort. There are
two high-backed seats for lumbar support, two-piece paddles that store on the hull when you want your
hands free, and three hatches and two mesh pockets for stowage. With the dual steering controls, stowable
rudder and two patented Mirage Drives, the Oasis packs a lot of activities into one platform. But the best
part? Like many Hobie models, you can accessorize the Oasis with a sail kit for downwind sailing, add
a livewell for fishing, and even take it easy with the eVolve electric motor by Torqeedo. You can paddle,
peddle, sail or fish, and it comes in a choice of five colors. The Oasis retails for $2,699. hobie.com
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Wakeboarding and waterskiing are fun, but hard
on the hands. Gloves are key, and Full Throttle, an
Absolute Outdoors brand, has a pair of performance
gloves that won’t break the bank. The Full Throttle
G110 gloves feature a reinforced, dual layered palm,
raised grip for better holding power and are adjustable with turn-back straps and a secure hook-andloop closure. New gloves can be tough to break in,
but the G110s stretch easily and are pre-curved,
so they’re comfortable right out of the box. The
G110s retail for $27 and come in sizes from small
to extra-large. absoluteoutdoorinc.com
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